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Who Are We Now?
When I look outside my window
I see the flag of truth is stained and torn
When I listen to the wind blow
I can hear the whisper of a rising storm

Who are you now, madman?
Sad man, who are you now?
Who are we now, fireman?
Retireman, who are we now?

Who are you now, now, now?
Who are you now, now, now?
What do you know, know, know?
What do you know, know, know?

I can hear the people talking
I can read the ugly writings on the wall
Are you prey or are you stalking?
And it feels like doom is waiting for its call

What do you know, madness?
Sadness, what do you know?
What do we know, blindness?
Kindness, what do we know?

What do you know?
What do you know?

Who are you now, now, now?
Who are you now, now, now?
What do you know, know, know?
What do you know, know, know?

What do you know?
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You Know Nothing
Who knows what I know?
Don't you follow where I go
Every answer's 42
If you think what I say is true

'Cause you…
You know nothing
You know nothing
Nothing, nothing about me
'Cause you…
You know nothing
You know nothing
Nothing, nothing about me

"Off, on, off, on, off, on, off, on"
"Off, on, off, on, off, on, off, on"
"Off, on, off, on, off, on, off, on"
"Off, on, off, on, one, o, one, o"

"Off, on, off, on, off, on, off, on"
"one, o, one, o, one, o, one, o"
"Off, on, off, on, off, on, off, on"
"one, o, one, o, one, o, one, o"

I'm taking a break now
I'm gonna be fake now
I'm gonna be me but not what you see
You're simply too late now
Whatever I post now
Your answere is toast now
I live on the screens behind the scenes
A digital ghost now

You know nothing
You know nothing
You know nothing
Nothing, nothing about me
You know nothing
You know nothing
You know nothing
Nothing, nothing about me

I live on the screens behind the machines
I live on the screens behind the machines
I live on the screens behind the machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
I live on the screens, I'm hiding machines
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Silence
Leave in silence
We're done with blame
Despair and violence
Done with talk and tears
And the dance of fears

We're leaving silence
Stranded by the storm
On desert islands
Nowhere left to go
Nothing left to know

Remain, remain, remain
Love shall remain
Remain, remain, remain
Love shall remain

A love in ruins but not in vain
Our, our silent moments will remain, will remain
A love in ruins but not in vain

Remains, remains, remains
Just love remains
Remains, remains, remains
Just love remains
Remains, remains, remains
Just love remains
Remains, remains, remains
Just love remains
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Blind Vision
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Whatever
Ages since you've gone and I steadily miss you
Ages dead at heart still I'm walking the line

You're out of reach, you cut me off but I still can't release you
I hold on to you, I keep it alive though I'm wasting time

But I know for real
There's something you can't take from me

Whatever it takes me
If even it breaks me
I dare to play my part
Whatever they tell me
How badly you failed me
I hold on to my heart
I've been though it all
I won't beg and crawl
You're watching me fall
But I'll be standing tall
But I'll be standing tall

Time and time again poisoned memories haunt me
Time and time again I won't shake the disease

You're out of reach, you cut me off but I still can't release you
I hold on to you, I keep it alive though I'm wasting time

But I know for real
There's something you can't take from me

Whatever it takes me
If even it breaks me
I dare to play my part
Whatever they tell me
How badly you failed me
I hold on to my heart
I've been though it all
I won't beg and crawl
You're watching me fall
But I'll be standing tall
But I'll be standing tall

You're out of reach
You cut me off
I hold on to you
I keep it alive
You're out of reach
You cut me off
I hold on to you
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Elements
Some are strangers
Don't know where to go
Some are broken
And I'll never know

Some are empty
Afraid to go insane
While souls of plenty
Are dancing in the rain

And we all have
An element of doom
An element of life
An element of faith
And we all have
An element of hope
An element of love
An element of truth

Some are faceless
And some have a name
Some are rescued
And some cry in vain

Torn and shattered
Poisoned to the core
Does it matter?
The world outside your door

And we all have
An element of doom
An element of life
An element of faith
And we all have
An element of hope
An element of love
An element of truth
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When You Go
When you go…
…you go…
…and you take me away
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Hot Ashes
Dancing on the hearts of fascists…
Dancing on hot ashes…
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I Feel, You Don't
Words of violence
The force of will
The curse of silence
Frozen still
I feel, but you don't

Lines of fire
And tracks of tears
And faint desires
Of yesteryear
I feel, but you don't

I thought we lived a lover's dream
But it was never what it seemed
'Cause I feel, but you don't

I thought it's heaven that we found
But in our hell we hit the ground
'Cause I feel, but you don't, you don't
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X
Extreme
Extreme

Extreme delusion
Extreme solution
Exaggeration
Won't help a nation

Extreme
Extreme

Extreme delusion
Extreme confusion
Extreme delusion
False conclusion

Words easily written behind screen
False feelings of strength
Words easily written behind screen
False feelings of strength

Extreme
Extreme

Mind absorbing words of hate
Truth deluding world of fake
Mind absorbing words of hate
Truth deluding world of fake
Mind absorbing words of hate
Truth deluding world of fake
Mind absorbing words of hate
Truth deluding world of fake

Extreme
Extreme

Where is the truth…
…fanatic again?

Extreme
Extreme

A prosperous nation
Sucked out by screen radiation
Comatous sleep on hypnotic phrases
Die in a war of lies and hatred
Comatous sleep on hypnotic phrases
Die in a war extreme morality
Weak mentality
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Heart of Love
Confusion human nature
Unsettling news you read
And the writing on the walls there, oh

Different place to living in
Different worlds to see
Ain't there enough for all of our souls, no?

Again and again, again, again I ache

Heaven's doors, how shall we ever find them…
…when we don't try, when we wait and hide?
Heaven's doors, I hope they're wide open…
…for those who die, in waves they die

"Again, again, again, again"
"Again, again, again, again"
"Again, again, again, again"
"Again, again, again, again"

Confusion human nature
Unsettling news you read
And the writing on the walls there, oh
Different place to living in
Different worlds to see
Ain't there enough for all of our souls, no?
Again and again, again, again I ache

Heaven's doors, how shall we ever find them…
…when we don't try, when we wait and hide?
Heaven's doors, I hope they're wide open…
…for those who die, in waves they die

How shall we find sleep when the ark we drive is burning?
How shall we find peace when the heart of love is bleeding?

How shall we find peace?
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